
IN JÄMTAND HÄRJEDALEN



MidSweden 365 GÄLLÖ 
Unique event and testing environment  
with the possibility to drive on snow all  
year round.
Offers: A constant temperature of -4  
degrees, plenty of storage and garage  
space, attractive outdoor environment  
for use. Food and accommodation  
can be arranged.

Östersund  
64,110 inhabitants

Research, development  
and skills
A few relevant actors:

EMC lab  
SWEDAC accredited, suitable for vehicles.
Offers: Testing laboratory, tests electrical  
disturbances on vehicles and components.

Mid Sweden University
Offers: Education and research including access 
to a wind tunnel.

IUC Z-group
A skills hub for the county’s industrial cluster.
Offers: Courses, networks and support.

Jämtland Härjedalen’s central geographic location has always been one of our strengths. 
We can easily collaborate with Norway’s Tröndelag to the west while also having a strategic position in 
the middle of Sweden. It is a place of untouched nature, a unique mountain area and a true city pulse from 
the heart of Östersund. We have well-established infrastructure so travelling to and from the region is 
quick by plane, train and electric car. All this means that Jämtland Härjedalen is a popular destination in 
summer and winter alike, for both national and international visitors. 

In recent years we have also seen a drastic increase in the number of people moving to the region,  
which has broadened the skill set of the population. There are already a number of training  
courses within the sector, but this can be further developed as progress is taking place quickly  
with new technology companies regularly choosing to be based here. 

We have a dense electricity charging infrastructure across the entire county and there is  
capacity for HGVs as well as major energy-intensive businesses, such as data centres and  
battery manufacturing. All this is supplied by green electricity which is produced right here. 

Jämtland Härjedalen has a unique base from which to start, and we have good conditions  
for building a larger platform for the automotive industry.  
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GÄLLÖ
Jämtland 131,810 inhabitants

Flight time 1 hour Östersund–Stockholm

Train time 5 hours Östersund–Stockholm

Mid Sweden University 7,000 students

Åre  
The cream of the motor testing world in 
wintertime, with a range of attractive, 
public events. 
Offers: A testing arena and a good  
location for public events.

Kall  
Vehicle testing has been conducted in Kall for more 
than 20 years. Kall was built specifically for motor 
testing, which means that it has a long history of 
events and motor testing. It is an undisturbed area  
of natural beauty with lakes and roads, and is also 
close to Åre. 
Offers: Testing on ice tracks, off-road tracks, a  
hotel, premises and a garage next to the testing area.

Offerdals motorstadion RISE/ÄNGE 
A large area in a growing community. Building is in full swing in the area with
new companies setting up while existing companies are expanding.  
Offers: A motor track and usable spaces.

Depå Grande RISSNA 
Run by motorsports enthusiasts with  
many years of rally experience since 2003. 
Offers: Rally testing, vehicle testing,  
commercial activities, courses, conferences 
and events, accommodation, food and  
access to a garage.

Vehicle 
testing on 

Åresjön lake.

Frösöpark FRÖSÖN  
Offers: A hotel, testing arena, ice tracks  
and an event arena.

Molanda JÄRPEN  
Offers: An airfield, testing arena, motor 
tracks, off-road tracks, an area for further 
land developmentg.

Trötänga HERRÖ SVEG 
An area of five hectares of marshlands where secure tests are conducted. It is 
possible to land small aircraft and carry out vehicle testing. “Tröt” means “play” 
and “Änga” means meadow or marsh, which is a good description of the  
activities here. 
Offers: Ice track and motor track during the winter season on a 5-kilometre area 
of marshlands. Also an off-road track.

Hedlanda VEMDALEN 
Hedlanda is located near two ski resorts, with just 15 minutes to both Björnrike 
and Vemdalsskalet resorts. This is an area that is growing rapidly and is in the 
initial stages of further land development. 
Offers: An airfield, ice track, off-road track, tests and activities.

Borgafjäll 
On the border of Jämtland and Västerbotten, 
this is a unique mountain area with guaran-
teed snow where all roads come to an end.
Offers: Existing driving areas.

A SELECTION OF EXISTING TESTING FACILITIES IN JÄMTLAND HÄRJEDALEN

Number of EV charging stations: 146       
Number of EV charging points: 522
Public rapid EV chargers  25



If you are looking to grow your company in the vehicle and motor testing 
sector, we welcome you to an established market in Jämtland Härjedalen.  

Mattias Lönn
Project Manager, vehicle testing,

Event & People AB
Telephone: +46 (0)70-271 71 66 
E-mail: lonnracing@gmail.com

Lars-Åke Wassö
Investment Promoter,

Business Region MidSweden
Telephone: +46 (0)70-284 26 11 

E-mail: lars-ake.wasso@regionjh.se
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